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Abstract
Nekhbet was an early Predynastic local divinity in the Egyptian mythology. Her ancient Egyptian name meant She of Nekheb, she was the patron deity of the city of Nekheb. Ultimately, she became the tutelary deity of Upper Egypt and one of the two patron deities for all of Ancient Egypt when it was unified. Nekhbet and her Lower Egyptian counterpart Wadjet often appeared together as the Nebty name which meant [he/she] of the Two Ladies. It is one of the five titles of each ruler. This study aims to shed more light on the cult of goddess Nekhbet throughout her names, titles and iconographies appeared on royal monuments during the fifth and sixth dynasties. Geographical epithets of Nekhebet were the most common and important ones, especially those that connected with the IIIth Nome of Upper Egypt and its capital, Nekhen. Nekhbet beard several epithets which show her relationship with Upper Egypt and its principal sanctuary. Nekhbet attained epithets that refered to her mighty character «3wt-ery: with outstretched wings » and « 8mt-pd(w)t: Stretcher of Bows ».
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Introduction
Nekhbet was the vulture goddess of Upper Egypt. She was a mythical mother of the king. She wasn't associated in any form of family ties with any deities but she was identified as the mother of Horus in the Pyramid Texts†. Nekhbet takes the role of protective nurse to the monarch in birth houses; this led to a later identification with the Greek goddess of childbirth: Eileithyia‡. Nekhbet was the right eye of the Sun gods Re and Atum; as she guaranteed their powers. She was called «wnmt-n-Ra: Right eye of Re» leading to different iconographies of the goddess (vulture, cobra, eye) §. She may have been a primeval goddess of the sky, rival to Horus the falcon god, but in the Pyramid Texts, she was visualized as a great wild cow. "Your mother is the great wild cow who dwells in Nekheb"**. Nekhbet took the form of the largest flying bird known to the Egyptians: the white vulture. Alan Gardiner identified the species that was used in the divine iconography as a griffon vulture††. A creature that the Egyptians thought only existed as females (not knowing that, lacking sexual dimorphism, the males were identical)‡‡. The vulture's
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** Lesko (1999), The Great Goddesses of Egypt, p. 65.

†† Bailleul-LeSuer (2012), Between Heaven and Earth: Birds in Ancient Egypt, pp. 61–62.

cult dated to the Predynastic periods in the city of Nekhen*. Nekhbet could also appear as another dangerous animal: the long-horned wild cow of the marshlands†.

Nekhbet was associated with kings in one of their five titularies (Nbti ††, which referred to the two ladies of Upper and Lower Egypt (Nekhbet and Wadjet)††.

In religious scenes especially in the New Kingdom; the king was accompanied by his queen. Queens were clearly outside the protection of Nekhbet and Wadjet. As queens of Egypt were an incarnation of Nekhbet - or of Wadjet - and that; they played the role of the goddesses with the king. That was clearly noted in their hairstyle, dresses and scepters§.

Nekhbet's main cult center was the city of Nxn: El-Kom Al-Ahmar**. It was the capital of the IIth Nome of Upper Egypt††. The religious and political capital of Upper Egypt at the end of the Predynastic period (c. 3200–3100 BC). The shrine of Nekhbet at Nekheb is one of Egypt's earliest temples. Nekhbet name (Nxbt‡‡) means "She of Nekhen"§§. During the Old Kingdom, it was written with two different determinatives † and ‡. Firstly in 1982, Voorschoten Matthieu Heerma Von Voss ††† wrote a short review about the goddess Nekhbet entitled "Nechbet" in LÄ : IV. In 1997, Hasanen Azza prepared a doctoral dissertation (Ph.D)‡‡‡ about goddess Nekhbet and Wadjet. In 2002, Leitz Christian§§§ also addressed goddess Nekhbet in his valuable lexikon. Five years later in his illustrated dictionary, L’Egypte ancienne et ses dieux, Corteggiani Jean-Pierre ***** wrote a review on Nekhbet.

The aim of this study was to provide a detailed analysis of the nature of the goddess Nekhbet throughout her names, titles and iconographies appeared on royal monuments during the fifth and sixth dynasties.

Documents

This study was based on the seven known documentations for the goddess Nekhbet appeared on royal monuments during the fifth and sixth dynasties.

† Pinch (2002), Handbook of Egyptian Mythology, p. 212.
** Nxn the name of the city dedicated to goddess Nekhbet. On the Nile's left bank was the ancient city of El-Kom Al-Ahmar or El-Kab where the ancient capital of the 3rd Nome of Upper Egypt existed, see Gauthier (1926), Dictionnaire des noms géographiques III, p. 99.
†† The name of Nekhen belongs not only to the Nome, but to the city that we consider the primitive capital by virtue to his chief town. The city of Nxn ‡§ was cited several times in the Pyramids Texts which oppose the Horus of Nekhen, the Souls of Nekhen and Nekhen's Watchers (wrSw). Nekhen was mainly devoted to Horus of Nekhen. It is located at Kom el Ahmar, west of the River, and a little to the south in relation to Kl-Kab. The city encloses a temple enclosure from which was drawn on objects from the archaic period (vase and the club of King Scorpion, the club and the palette of Narmer, alabaster jar and a granite vase of King Khasekhemwy). Montet (1961), Géographie de l'Égypte Ancienne II, p. 42.
‡‡ Wb II, p. 309.
§§ Černy (1951), Ancient Egyptian Religion, p. 23
1997.1.219 الحسن لغة II.
§§§ LGG IV, pp. 301-303.
The first document was found in the south wall of the entrance niche, valley temple of Sahure at Abusir*. A block made out of painted limestone, now preserved in the Egyptian Museum of Cairo JE 395322 and JE 395323†. It showed king Sahure (2487–2475 B.C) being suckled by goddess Nekhbet in the presence of god Khnum. Nekhbet was represented in an anthropomorphic form as a woman wearing a tripartite wig topped by a vulture cap. She wore a chocker around her neck and wsḥ-collar. She was dressed in a tall-tight dress with two wide straps along with bracelets and anklets. Her left hand was embracing Sahure from the back while the right one was bent to hold her breast. Her skin was colored in pale cream. Above the head of Nekhbet, five short columns of inscriptions, traced from left to right (↓←)

(1) Hdt Nḥn
(2) nb t ḫn ṣr ṣmcr
(3) abt Pr-wr
(4) rḥ nb wšḥ ab lḥw y
(5) n frū ṣb ḫt

(1) Nekhbet The White of Nekhen‡, (2) Mistress of the Upper Egyptian Divine Palace§, (3) Mistress of the Great-House**, (4) All life and happiness for your part (5) are for your nostrils, forever.

---

* PM III¹, p. 331.
† Current location in the Museum is EMC- R36-N3- c. Their ID numbers JE 39532/3, SR 2/ 14932.1/2 and GEM 45821 (a) / (b).
¹¹ Dt Nxn 'The White of Nekhen' or 'Nekhen the White' it was a late appellation of the city of el-Kab in the 3rd Nome of Upper Egypt. See Gauthier (1927), Dictionnaire des noms géographiques IV, p. 147.
§ HAt-nṬr Smaw is the archaic sanctuary of Upper Egypt. Cf. Gauthier (1927), Dictionnaire des noms géographiques IV, p. 104.
** pr-wr is the sanctuary of Upper Egypt related to goddess Nekhbet at El-Kab. It was the opposite of Pr-Nsr of Lower Egypt. See. Gauthier (1925), Dictionnaire des noms géographiques II, p. 67.
After: Borchadt (1913), *Das grabdenkmal des königs Sa'hu-Re* II, pl. 18.

On the next block goddess Nekhbet was standing in the anthropomorphic form wearing a vulture cap and a shoulder-length wig. She wore a tall-tight dress with two wide straps leaves only one of her breasts exposed. She also wore a necklace and an *wsh*- collar as well as bracelets and anklets. She held ‘nh’- signs of life in her both lowered hands. Her skin was colored pale cream. Above her head two short columns of inscriptions were traced from left to right (→ ↓)

\[1\) Nḫḥb \hspace{1cm} 2) nbt F ēgt \hspace{1cm} 3) nbt hżt-ntr Śmśw\]

1) Nekhbet \hspace{1cm} 2) Mistress of Fgt \hspace{1cm} 2) Mistress of Upper Egyptian Divine Palace.

*Fagt was the name of the Serapeum of the 3rd Nome of Upper Egypt, where the jaws of Osiris were kept; it was dedicated to the goddess Nekhbet taking the form of goddess Hathor called Goddess Nekhbet was called “Mistress of Fagt” on the copy of the decree of Canope from Kom el-Hisn. Brugsch wanted to recognize in this place the rare name FkAt which situated in the 3rd Nome of the Delta near el- Mariotya Lake. This assimilates between Fagt and FkAt is certainly incorrect may be in Kom el-Hisn was another Fagt but it's entirely different from Fagt of Upper Egypt. See Gauthier (1925), *Dictionnaire des noms géographiques II*, p. 160.
The second document was a limestone block discovered in Saqqara, in the floor of a court close to the southern church in the Monastery of Apa Jeremias in 1951 A.D. It came originally from the funerary temple of Sahure at Abusir*. Now preserved in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo† TR 28.2.21.17. It represented goddesses Wadjet and Nekhbet while giving symbols of authorities to king Sahure. On the left side, goddess Nekhbet was standing, wearing the vulture cap on her head. She was holding in her hand the w3s-sceptre with an nh-sign attached to its curve and directed in Sahure. Above their heads were the sun disk surrounded by two vultures {the representation of goddess Nekhbet} stretching out their wings and grasping in their claws the šn-sign of eternity and the nh-sign of life. Above goddess Nekhbet were three rows (1-3) of inscriptions written from right to left (↓←):

1) di nh dd w3s
2) Ntr nfr Nhbt
3) Nbt itr-t-šm[w] Pr-wr

(1) She gives life, stability, and domination (2) The perfect goddess; Nekhbet (3) Mistress of itr-t-šm[w] and the Pr-wr.

Figure 2: Nekhbet and Wadjet are Giving Symbols of Authorities to Sahure.

After: Quibell (1912), The Monastery of Apa Jeremias, pl. 89.

* PM III‡, p. 329.
† Current location in the museum EMC- R41-W2- f. It’s ID numbers TR 28.2.21.17 and SR2/ 14866. This piece was excavated by J. Quibell for the EAS (Egyptian Antiquities Services) from 1908-1910.
‡ "itr-t šm[w]" The Chapel of Upper Egypt” it was pointing to Upper Egypt, not the city of Coptos as Brugsch believed. Originally, the chapel of Upper Egypt was at Hieraconpolis, while that of Lower Egypt amounted to Buto. See Gauthier (1925), Dictionnaire des noms géographiques I, p. 122.
The third document came from the western wall of the entrance room south of the funerary temple of Sahure at Abusir*. Now preserved in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo TR 6.12.24.9†. The scene represented six gods and goddesses standing with their upper bodies bending a little forward and carrying a tray loaded with offerings and three ẖn-signs hanging from them along with wsḥ-sceptre. The 2nd figure from the left was goddess Nekhbet of budding‡, she was wearing a tripartite straight wig and around her neck the wsḥ-collar and above it a chocker. She was dressed in a tall-transparent tight dress with two wide straps tied on her shoulder and leaves one of her breasts expose. 

Figure 3: Nile Fecundity Figures.

After: Borchadt (1913), *Das grabdenkmal des königs Sa‘hu-Re* II, pl. 30.

Before and above Nekhbet's head a row of inscription read (→)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{di.f } \text{ẖn } \text{sn nb } \text{wsḥ} \\
\text{(She) gives life, health, and domination} \\
\text{Nhbt} \\
\text{Goddess Nekhbet}
\end{align*}
\]

The forth document was a limestone block was found in the north of the hall inside the valley temple of Sahure§. The scene showed the illustration of the vulture-goddess Nekhbet hovering over the king with outstretched wings while grasping the Šn-sign in her claws. Above and after the Vulture were her titles traced from right to left (↓←)

---

* PM III¹, p. 330.
† Current location in the Museum EMC- R36- S1- a.ID number TR 6.12.24.9 and SR 2/ 14956.
‡ For more information, see Sethe, "Die Inschriften" in: Borchadt (1913), *Das grabdenkmal des königs SaAHu-ReAll*, p.109.
§ PM III¹, p. 326.
Figure 4: Nekhbet protecting Sahure as a Griffin Trampling Enemies.

After: Borchadt (1913), Das grabdenkmal des königs Sa'hu-Re II, pl. 8.
The fifth document was a limestone block come from the columned hall, funerary temple of Neuserre at Abusir *. Now preserved in Berlin Museum No. 16102 u. 17923-5. It showed goddess Nekhbet in the full avian form as a vulture outstretching her wings and hovering while holding the Šn-sign in her claws.

Figure 5: The Vulture Goddess Nekhbet

*PM III*, p. 338.
The sixth document was a scene from a granite door found on the northern wall from the antechamber of the funerary temple of Pepi II (2278–2184 B.C) at Saqqara. It showed Pepi II receiving life from goddess Nekhbet in the presence of god Anubis who was depicted behind him. The illustration of the vulture goddess Nekhbet was shown above the king who protected him by outstretching her wings while grasping the Šn-sign.

Goddess Nekhbet was represented standing facing left. She was wearing above her head her vulture cap, around her neck the wsḫ-collar. She was wearing a tall-fitting dress with wide straps forming a low V-neck which left her right breast visible. She was holding in her left hand ʾnh- sing while her right was stretching towards the king's nostrils to give him life through the ʾnh- sign. Above her head was a short column of inscription traced from left to right (←↓) which contained her titles as the following:

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Nhbt} \\
\text{Hdt Nḫn}
\end{array} \]

Nekhbet, (She who is) The White of Nekhen.

Figure 6: Nekhbet is giving life to Pepi II in the presence of Anubis.

* PM III², p. 428.
The last document was the limestone scene came from the vestibule of the funerary temple of Pepi II at South Saqqara. It showed king Pepi II ready to hunt a hippopotamus with a harpoon. The vulture-goddess Nekhbet was shown hovering over the king's head with her wings outstretched and grasping the Šn-sign in her claws. Above and after her were two rows of inscriptions inscribed from right to left (↓←) as the following:

1) \( \text{zwt} \)  \( \text{dmst-pd(w)t} \)  \( \text{nb} \)  \( \text{Pr Wr} \)
2) \( \{\text{di.s}\} \)  \( \text{nh wts nb} \)  \( \{\text{zwt}\} \)  \( \text{ib snb nb mi R} \)

(1) With outstretched wings, Stretcher of bows, Mistress of the Great House
(2) \{She gives\} all life, domination, joy, and all health like Re.

* PM III², p. 426.
Discussion and Results
After this enumeration of the different scenes in relation with the goddess Nekhebet found on royal monuments during the fifth and sixth dynasties, certain points were determined as follows.

The first conclusion one can confidently reach was that the paleography of goddess Nekhebet’s name written on royal monuments during the fifth and sixth dynasties, the Ancient Egyptian scribe wrote the name in a detailed way; with two graphical forms: the first included three phonetic signs (n, h and b) and the ideogram Nhbt. The other form consisted of ideogram Nhbt, two phonetic complements (b and t) and the ideogram Nhn: the city of Hierakonpolis.

Regarding the nominations referring to the goddess Nekhebet, the geographical epithets of Nekhebet that connected the goddess with Lower Egypt cannot be noted thus far. However several epithets were connected to her main cult center in the third Nome of Upper Egypt: «Hdt Nh: The White of El- Kab», «Nhbt: the city of El-Kab» and «NbtPr-Wr: Mistress of the Great House ».

Moreover, Nekhebet bord several epithets which showed her relationship with Upper Egypt and its principal sanctuary: «Nbt Ibt Ntr 5m-fw: Mistress of the Southern Sanctuary» and «Nbt iht-
One of her epithets referred to her specific place of cult at El-Kab: «Nbt F'gt: Mistress of F'gt ». Nekhebet attained epithets that referred to her mighty character: «swt-«: with outstretched wings» and «Dmst-pd(w)t: Stretcher of Bows ». Another conclusion was that goddess Nekhebet provided protection to the king. This aspect of the goddess as a protector deity was prominent in two scenes found on royal monuments during the fifth and sixth dynasties. One while while king Sahure was represented as a griffin trampling over enemies. The other when king Pepi II was hunting a hippopotamus. Concerning the iconography of goddess Nekhebet, in art, she was depicted in two different forms: the full avian form as a vulture and anthropomorphic form. during the Old kingdom. Under the avian form, Nekhebet was usually depicted hovering with her wings spread above the royal image, holding a Šn symbol (representing eternal encircling protection) in her claws. In the full human form, Nekhebet was represented wearing a tripartite wig topped by her vulture cap; she wore a chocker around her neck and wsh-collar. She was dressed in a tall-tight dress with two wide straps along with bracelets and anklets. Her skin was colored pale cream.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the main epithets applied to Nekhebet were greatly reflected the different aspects and roles that the deity was able to play in the Egyptian pantheon. Geographical epithets of Nekhebet were the most common and important ones, especially those connected with the III Rhodes Nome of Upper Egypt and its capital, Nekhen. This highlights the link between Nekhebet and her main cult center.

The Egyptians had always preferred to represent Nekhebet in a two different forms. The anthropomorphic form and the full avian form as a hovering vulture.
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